Everyone involved in schools, from parents, students and teachers to administrators and facility managers, are actively looking for expert solutions and actionable steps to secure their K-12 or college/university. And, you can be that expert provider. Better access control is one of the best steps you can offer and they can truly use today – right now! Here are some of Alarm Lock’s tiered solutions for any application & budget.

Electronic Standalone Locking Solutions w/ Local Lock Down

- Simple push button locks door from inside, or use keyfob
- Activates small light indicators on front & back sides of door
- Includes bilingual signage on use and lock down
- Override option by authorized administrators
- No keys, key hassles; access controlled with ID card or digital code (overridden in lockdown emergency)
- 1 Hour installation. Can be field converted into Wireless Networx Locks later with kit (as below)
- Grade 1 Durable, Vandal-Resistant All Metal Locks, for inside & outdoors

Electronic Standalone Locking Solutions w/ Keyfob & Panic Button Lock Down

- Rugged, easy to use and install electronic Trilogy locks add access convenience & quickly retrofit any lockset on virtually any door, inside or out.
- Easily add new keyfob or panic button option to most new & existing Trilogy (3000 Series & above) and program to control “Lock Down” or “Remote Release” with one button.
- No keys, or liability from lost or misappropriated keys, or distribution hassles; access is controlled with ID card or digital PIN code
- 1 Hour installation. Can be field converted into Wireless Networx Locks later with kit (as below)

Wireless Network Locking Solutions w/ Global Lock Down

- Deploy wireless networked access locks in under an hour
- ID Card and/or Digital Code Access (PIN)
- Real-time global lockdown or unlock in under 10 seconds
- Scalable by door, area, building or across a campus of buildings, new & legacy
- Manage on-premises or remotely via web client or smart device– Control access, privileges, locks and doors, by time schedule, exception, etc.
- Grade 1 Durable, Unparalleled battery life, 5 years+

Small Access System w/ Global Lock Down

- Supports up to 5 thousand PIN-code or ID card users.
- Controls electric strike, Mag Lock or exit device with electric latch retraction (ex. narrow stile glass doors)
- Operates 1 or 2 Networx Keypads, PIN-code or PIN & Prox ID, supports standard Wiegand output Prox Readers.
- Inputs for Door-Position Switch and/or Remote Release
- Includes, rechargeable battery backup, 1.5amp power supply, & plug in AC transformer.
- Top features: Global lockdown and passage from keypad or PC; schedules; 35K event log, request-to-exit, door ajar/kick-in, etc.
- Kits with Networx keypads or NetPanel only

Networx NetPanel & Wireless Keypad Solution

- The Security Access-Control Vulnerability Index™ is what we created for security professionals to use as an objective, brand-agnostic audit tool to evaluate any school’s access control vulnerability. You simply survey what kinds of security they have in place, and SAVI automatically calculates a score for them now. Then you use that to create a plan of actionable next-steps you can suggest and deploy, to improve their security and SAVI score, ranging from adding ballistic glass or better gates, to classroom intruder- or standalone digital access locks with lockdown function or keyfobs. Or, from adding networked wireless locks with near-instantaneous global lockdown, to implementing an access control systems for a few doors to many, in real time.

SAVI, the Security Access-Control Vulnerability Index™ is a trademark of Alarm Lock/Napco.

SAVI™, the Security Access-Control Vulnerability Index™ is what we created for security professionals to use as an objective, brand-agnostic audit tool to evaluate any school’s access control vulnerability. You simply survey what kinds of security they have in place, and SAVI automatically calculates a score for them now. Then you use that to create a plan of actionable next-steps you can suggest and deploy, to improve their security and SAVI score, ranging from adding ballistic glass or better gates, to classroom intruder- or standalone digital access locks with lockdown function or keyfobs. Or, from adding networked wireless locks with near-instantaneous global lockdown, to implementing an access control systems for a few doors to many, in real time.

Become a certified SAVI professional. We’ll show you how. You’ll learn how to market, approach and make a positive impact in the educational market that so desperately needs objective answers and your expertise. Call us 1-800-ALA-LOCK for training today or email SAVI@alarmlock.com.
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